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Tom Hou, Danping Yang, and Hongyu Ran 
ABSTRACT. In this article we perform a systematic multi-scale analysis and 
computation for incompressible Euler equations and Navier-Stokes Equations 
in both 2D and 3D. The initial condition for velocity field has multiple length 
scales. By reparameterizing them in the Fourier space, we can formally orga-
nize the initial condition into two scales with the fast scale component being 
periodic. By making an appropriate multiscale expansion for the velocity field, 
we show that the two-scale structure is preserved dynamically. Moreover, we 
derive a well-posed homogenized equation for the incompressible Euler equa-
tions in the Eulerian formulations. Numerical experiments are presented to 
demonstrate that the homogenized equations indeed capture the correct aver-
aged solution of the incompressible Euler and Navier Stokes equations. More-
over, our multiscale analysis reveals some interesting structure for the Reynolds 
stress terms, which provides a theoretical base for establishing an effective LES 
type of model for incompressible fluid flows. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we review some of our recent efforts in developing a systematic 
multiscale analysis for the incompressible Euler equations with highly oscillating 
initial velocity field. The understanding of scale interactions for incompressible 
flows at high Reynolds number has been a major challenge. For high Reynolds 
number flows, the degrees of freedom are so large that it is almost impossible to 
resolve all small scales by direct numerical simulations. From the view point of engi-
neering applications, it is important to derive an effective equation that governs the 
large scale solution. The nonlinear and nonlocal nature of the incompressible Euler 
or Navier-Stokes equations makes it difficult to obtain a closure for a multiscale 
analysis. 
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One of the main challenges in performing multiscale analysis for incompress-
ible flows is to understand how small scales propagate in time and whether the 
multiscale structure of the solution is preserved dynamically. The earliest effort in 
studying homogenization of the incompressible Euler equations was by McLaughlin, 
Papanicolaou, and Pironneau (MPP for short) in 1985 [6]. One of the key observa-
tions in MPP's work is that the oscillation is convected by the mean velocity field. 
By introducing a phase function 9, which is convected by the mean velocity field, 
they characterize the propagation of the small scale by the fast spatial variable, 
y = 9/E. In addition, a fast time variable T = t/E is introduced. However, the 
resulting cell problem with periodic boundary condition in both y and T may not 
have a unique solution. Additional assumptions were imposed on the solution of 
the cell problem in order to derive a variant of the k - E model. 
In [10]' we study the homogenization of the Euler equation using a full La-
grangian formulation. The multiscale structure of the solution becomes apparent 
in the Lagrangian formulation. Using the Lagrangian formulation, we can show 
that vorticity preserves naturally the multiscale structure of its initial data. Ve-
locity can be constructed using the vorticity-stream function formulation. Thus, 
we turn a convection dominated transport problem into an elliptic problem for the 
stream function. Traditional multiscale analysis for elliptic problems [1] can be 
used to obtain a multiscale expansion for the stream function. At the end, we 
derive a well-posed multiscale system for the Lagrangian flow map and the stream 
function. 
Based on our multiscale analysis in the Lagrangian formulation, we derive the 
corresponding homogenized equations for the Euler equations in the Eulerian for-
mulation for velocity and pressure. The homogenized equation for the large scale 
velocity field has a similar structure as the Large Eddy Simulation model with a 
Reynolds stress term [7]. The small scale solution is governed by a cell problem us-
ing the stream function-vorticity formulation. By exploring the solution structure 
of the cell problem, we reveal some intrinsic structure of the Reynolds stress term. 
Our study also shows that the effect of the Reynolds stress term in the 2-D Euler 
equations is very different from the Reynolds stress for the 3-D Euler equations. We 
also explore the structure of the Reynolds stress term in developing a systematic 
Large Eddy Simulation model for incompressible flows. 
We have performed a careful numerical study to confirm the convergence of our 
multiscale analysis in both two and three space dimensions. We choose an initial 
condition which is random and contains many scales. We compare the numerical 
simulation obtained by solving the homogenized equations with the well-resolved 
numerical simulation. We compute the solution for a relatively long time until 
the flow is sufficiently mixed and some large coherent structure emerges. Our 
numerical study demonstrates that the numerical simulation obtained by solving 
the homogenized equations captures very well the large scale feature as well as 
the small scale details of the well-resolved solution. Moreover, we obtain very good 
agreements with the well-resolved solution in terms of the Fourier spectra, the mean 
kinetic energy, and the enstrophy. The organization of the rest of the paper is as 
follows. In Section 2, we will present the formulation of the incompressible Euler 
equations with rapidly oscillating initial data and motivate our multiscale analysis. 
Section 3 is devoted to developing the two-scale analysis of the 3-D Euler equations 
in both Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations. In section 4, we study some intrinsic 
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structure of the Reynolds stress term for the 3-D Euler equations. In Section 5, we 
will perform some numerical experiments to confirm our analytical results. 
2. Formulation 
We consider incompressible d-dimensional Euler equations with highly oscillat-
ing initial velocity field: 
(2.1) 
(a) U~+(Uf·\7)Uf+\7pf=O, \ft>O, XERd; 
(b) \7·uf =O, \ft>O, XERd; 
x (c) uf=U(x)+W(x,-), t=O, xERd; 
E 
where d=2 or 3, uf(t, x) and pf(t, x) are the velocity and the pressure fields respec-
tively. We assume that U is a given smooth mean velocity field in Rd and W(x,y) 
is the oscillatory component of the velocity field which is a smooth function of x 
and y, and is periodic in y with period 1 in each dimension. Moreover, we assume 
that W has zero mean 
(2.2) (W) == r W(x, y)dy = o. 
J[O,ljd 
We do not consider the boundary effect in our study. The velocity field is assumed 
to be at rest at infinity. The question of interest is how to derive a homogenized 
equation for the averaged velocity field. 
The homogenization theory of the Euler equations with oscillating data was first 
studied by McLaughlin-Papanicolaou-Pironneau (MPP for short) in 1985 [6]. To 
construct a·multiscale expansion for the Euler equations, they made an important 
assumption that the oscillation is convected by the mean flow: 
t (}(t, x) t (}(t, x) 
uf(t,x) = u(t,x) + w(t,x, -, --) + EUI(t,x, -, --) + ..... . 
E E E E 
t (}(t, x) t (}(t, x) pf(X, t) = p(t,x) + q(t,x, -, --) + EPI(t, x, -, --) + ..... . 
E E E E 
where W(t,X,T,y), UI(t,x,T,y), q(t,X,T,y) and pI(t,x,T,y) are assumed to be 
periodic in y and T with zero mean, and the phase () is convected by the mean 
velocity field u: 
(2.3) 8(} 8t + U· \7(} = 0, (}(O, x) = x. 
Using multiscale expansion techniques, MPP obtained a periodic cell problem for 
w, UI, q and Pl. However, it is not clear whether the resulting cell problem for 
w(t, x, T, y), etc has solution that is periodic in both y and T. Or if such solution 
exists, whether or not the solution is unique. Additional assumptions were imposed 
on the solution of the cell problem in order to derive a variant of the k - E model. 
Our study shows that the small scale oscillations are actually convected by the 
average of the full oscillatory velocity field, which, generally saying, is not solution 
of the equations (2.3). The oscillation in the flow map could have an order one 
contribution to the mean velocity field. More specifically, we define the inverse of 
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the flow map, ()E, as follows: 
(2.4) (a) o~E +(UE.\l)()E=O, Vt>O, XERd; 
(b) ()E=X, t=O, xERd. 
Using the inverse of the flow map, we can characterize the evolution of the small 
scale vorticity field. Recall that the vorticity is defined as the curl of the velocity. 
In 2-D, the vorticity becomes a scalar, WE = oXl u~ - oX2 ul. For 2-D incom-
pressible inviscid flows, vorticity is conserved in time, 
(a) w:+UE·\lwE=O, 
(2.5) (b) wlt=o = Wo, 
where wo(x, X/E) is the initial vorticity. Thus we have 
(2.6) E() (E() ()E(t,X)) w t, X = Wo () t, x , . 
E 
In 3-D Euler equations, the vorticity, defined as WE = \l X u E, is no longer 
conserved in time due to vortex stretching. The vorticity equation now becomes 
(a) w~ + u E. \lwE = WE. \luE, 
(2.7) (b) Wlt=o = Wo, 
where Wo (x, x/ E) is the initial vorticity. In this case, we still have a relatively simple 
expression of vorticity in terms of the ()E variable [2]: 
(2.8) wE(t,X) = (D()E)-lwO(()E(t,x), ()E(t,X)), 
E 
where D()E is the Jacobian matrix of ()E. It is clear from the vorticity formulation 
that the small scale information is propagated along the characteristic variable, ()E. 
It is not an easy task to characterize the multiscale structure of ()E(t,X) since its 
multiscale structure is coupled to that of UE. However, it is clear from (2.6) and 
(2.8) that the small scale structure in ()E could have 0(1) contribution to the mean 
velocity field u. 
3. Multiscale Analysis for 3D Euler Equations 
From the discussion in Section 2, we know that the small scale component of the 
vorticity field is propagated along the characteristic variable, ()E. Thus it is natural 
to use the Lagrangian variable and the vorticity stream function formulation to 
perform the multiscale analysis for the 3-D incompressible Euler equations. 
3.1. Vorticity-Stream Function Formulation. With the vorticity, the stream 
function, denoted by 'l/JE, satisfies the following elliptic equation: 
(3;1) 
The velocity field can be constructed from the stream function: 
(3.2) u E = \l X 'l/JE. 
It follows from (2.8) that 
(3.3) 
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One of the important observations we made in section 2 is that small scale 
information is propagated along the inverse of the flow map. Thus we look for the 
velocity field and the pressure of the following form: 
E ( ) E ( (}E t (}E) E ( ) E ( (}E t (}E) U t,x =U t, ,-,-, P t,x =p t, ,-,-. 
E E E E 
Here, the multiscale structure of the velocity field u E is now coupled to the small 
scale structure of (}E(t, x). As a first step, we need to understand how small scales 
of (}E propagate in time. Naively, one may be tempted to assume that (}E has the 
following multiscale scale expansion: 
E _ ( (1) t x 2 () (t,x) -() t,X)+E() (t,x,-,-)+O(E). 
E E 
This is not correct. Under this assumption, (}E could develop infinitely many scales 
in powers of E for t > O. By working on the Lagrangian flow map, we can show that 
the (}E is defined implicitly as follows [10] 
(3.4) (}E = (}(t, x) + E[iP) (t, (), !) + (}(1) (t, (), !, (}E )] + ...... . 
E E E 
By combining all the fluctuation terms into two terms, we obtain the multi-scale 
expansion for (}E in the the form: 
(3.5) (}E = (}(t, x, T) + d3(t, (), T, y), 
where T = t / E and y = (}E / E, () is the average of (}E, and E> is periodic in y with 
zero mean. 
With this expansion, we can derive the homogenized equations in the vorticity-
stream function formulation: However, to get the first order correction to the stream 
function from the cell equations, we must solve an elliptic differential equation with 
varying coefficient. To simplify the computation, we introduce a change of variables 
from y to z as follows: 
(3.6) z = y - E>(t, (), T, y) == C(y), y = C-1(z), 
where t, (), and T are considered as parameters. Let g = g(y) = go C- 1 (z). It is 
easy to show that g is also a I-periodic function in z. Let us consider the geometric 
meaning of the transformation of (3.6). From the expansion (3.5), it is clear that 
z = () / E, since y = fr / E. This implies that 
~ ~ () (3.7) E>=E>(t,(},T,-), 
E 
where 8 = E>(y) = E> 0 C- 1 (z) by definition. 
Based upon this observation, we look for multiscale expansion for (}E and 7j;E of 
the form: 
(3.8) 
(a) (}E = (}(t, x, T) + EE>(t, (), T, z), 
(b) '¢E = '¢(t,X,T) + Eif!(t,(},T,Z), 
where the fast variable z is now given by 
(3.9) () z =-, 
E 
and () and 7j; are averages of (}E and 7j;E with respect to z over one period, and E> 
and if! are I-periodic functions with zero mean in z. 
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Let V' x x and V' z x denote the curl operators with respect to variables x and 
z, respectively. By performing a careful multiscale analysis, we can obtain the 
homogenized equations for both two and three dimensional Euler equations. De-
tailed multiscale analysis for the 3-D Euler equations can be found in [9]. We will 
summarize the main result in the next subsection. 
3.2. Homogenized Equations and the Cell Problem. By using stream-
line function 1fJ< and Lagrangian map (r given by (3.8), we have 
(3.10) 
Based on the expansions in (3.8) and (3.10), we look for expansion of (u<,p<) in 
the form: 
(3.11) 
(a) u< = u(t, x, T) + w(t, 8, T, z), 
(b) p<=p(t,x,T)+q(t,8,T,Z), 
where (w, q) are the total fluctuating components including higher-order terms and 
are periodic functions in z with zero means. Similarly, (u,p) are the total mean 
components including higher-order terms. 
Assume that the solutions of the Euler equations (2.1) and the transport equa-
tion (2.4) governing 8< have a multiscale expansion of the forms (3.11) and (3.8). 
Let &t = at + ClOT be the total derivative in time. We have the following results: 
Averaged equations for the velocity: 
(3.12) 
(a) &tU + (u· V' x)u + V' xp + V' x . (w ® w) = 0, 
(b) V' x . U = 0, 
(c) u!t=o = U(x), 
where w ® w = WW T . 
A veraged equations for the inverse of the Lagrangian map: 
(3.13) (a) &t8 + (u. V' x)8 + EV' x . (8 ® w) = 0, (b) 8!t=o = x. 
Furthermore, assume that (w, q) and 8 are of form 
(a) w = w(O)(t, 8, T, z) + EW(1)(t, 8, T, z) + ..... . 
(3.14) (b) q=q(O)(t,8,T,Z)+Eq(l)(t,8,T,Z)+ ...... , 
(c) 8 = 8(O)(t, 8, T, z) + E8(l)(t, 8, T, z) + ...... . 
We have the following cell problem for the first two terms. 
Leading order equations for the fluctuation of the velocity: 
(3.15) 
(a) OTW(O) + Dzw(O) D x 8w(O) + Dx8TV' zq(O) = 0, 
(b) (Dx8TV'z) ·w(O) =0, 
(c) W(O)!T=t=O = W. 
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First order correction equations for the fluctuation of the velocity: 
(3.16) 
(a) OTwell + D z w(1) Dx()w(D) + Dzw(D) D x ()w(1) + Dx()TV zq(1) 
= _[Otw(D) + Dxw(D)w(D) + Vxq(D) + (w(D). Vx)u 
- V x . (w(D) Q9 w(D)) - Dzw(D)V x . (8(1) Q9 w(D))], 
(b) (Dx()TV'z) ·w(1) = -V'x .W(D), 
(c) w(l)IT=t=D = 0, 
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First order correction equations for the fluctuation of the inverse of the La-
grangian map: 
(3.17) 
(a) oT8(1) + (I + D z 8(1)) Dx()w(O) = 0, 
(b) 8(1) IT=t=O = 0. 
We remark that there are several differences between our homogenized equa-
tions (3.12)-(3.17) and thsoe obtained by MPP in [6]. The first one is that no 
periodic structure in T is assumed. In general, there may not exist a periodic 
structure in the fast time variable T. The periodic assumption on T leads to dif-
ficulties in both theoretical study and practical computations. The second one is 
that the periodic structure of the small scales is propagated along the mean of the 
Lagrangian map. Further discussions can be found from [10] where we derive the 
homogenization of the 2D Euler equations in great details. 
The additional term (wQ9w) in the averaged velocity equation is referred to as 
the Reynolds stress. How to model Reynolds stress has fundamental and practical 
importance in engineering applications. It is very important to understand the 
structure of Reynolds stress in order to establish a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 
model with some accuracy. Practical simulations show that the effect of higher 
order correction terms could not be ignored. The first order correction terms in our 
cell problem provide insight to the higher order correction terms in the Reynolds 
stress. 
3.3. Expansion in the Lagrangian Formulation. To understand the struc-
ture of the Reynolds stress term in detail, we consider expansion in the Lagrangian 
formulation. For this purpose, we need to expand the Jacobian matrix, B = 
(Dx()€)-l. Note that 
(3.18) 
- T Let B = (Dx()€)-l and V' z = D() V z. Then we have 
(3.19) 
where 
(3.20) 
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and 
(3.21 ) 
fI = (\7 x x (82 V z 8 3), \7 x x (83 V z 8 1 ), \7 x x (81 V z 8 2) ) 
+(Vz x (82\7x83),Vz x (83\7x81),Vz x (8 1\7x82» 
+ (V z x (82\7 x83), V z x (83 \7 x81), V z x (81\7 x82» 
+ (Vz x (82V z8 3), Vz x (83V z8 1), Vz x (8 1V z8 2» 
and 
(3.22) 
H(l) = (\7 x x (82 \7 x83), \7 x x (83 \7 x81), \7 x x (81\7 x82» 
+ (\7 x x (82 \7 x83), \7 x x (83 \7 x82), \7 x x (81\7 x82» 
+ (\7 x x (82 V z83), \7 x x (83 V z81), \7 x x (81 V z82» 
+(Vz x (82\7x83),Vz x (83\7x81),Vz x (8 1\7x8 2» 
and 
From the elliptic equation (3.3) for the streamline function, we obtain 
- ~\7z. (DxODxOT\7zW) - \7z· (Dx O\7xw) 
(3.24) -\7x . (DxOT\7zW) -~x('Ij7+EW) 
= Bwo(O + EE>, Z + 8). 
By equating the equations of the same power, we obtain the following homogeniza-
tion result for 'Ij7 and w. 
The averaged equations for 'Ij7: 
(3.25) -~x'1j7 = ((Bwo(O + E8, Z + 8»). 
The cell problem for the fluctuation w: 
(3.26) 
- \7z· (DxODxOT\7zW) - E\7z· (DxO\7xw) - E\7x · (DxOT\7zW) - E2~xW 
= E[(Bwo(O + E8, Z + 8) - (Bwo(O + E8, Z + 8»)]. 
Fllrthermore, let 
(a) 'Ij7='Ij7(O)+E'Ij7(l)+ ...... , 
(b) W = w(O) + EW(l) + ...... . (3.27) 
Then 'Ij7(O) and w(O) satisfy the following equations. 
The homogenized equation: 
(3.28) -~x'lj7(O) = \ (II + H)wo(O, z + 0(1») . 
The cell problem: 
(3.29) -\7z· (DxODxOT\7zW(O») = Hl7o(O,Z+O(l» 
where l7o(x, z) = \7 z x W(x, z). 
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First order correction equations for the fluctuation of the Lagrangian map: 
(3.30) 
(a) OrfP) + (1 + D zO(1)) (DxO)w = 0, 
(b) O(1)lr=t=D=O. 
The leading order term, U(D) and w(D), of the velocity field is given by 
(3.31 ) 
4. The Structure of the Reynolds Stress 
The structure of the Reynolds stress term (w ® w) is most interesting in both 
engineering applications and theoretical study. Many LES models have been pro-
posed to simulate turbulent flows. Our multiscale analysis reveals some interesting 
structures of the Reynolds stress term. Our hope is that by exploring these struc-
tures, one may establish a more systematic LES model to model the large scale 
solution of the incompressible flow. 
From the multiscale analysis presented earlier, we see that the leading order 
term, (w(D) ® w(D)), of the Reynolds stress term is of the form 
(4.1) (w(D) ® w(D)) = ((DxOT'ilz) x "IJI(1) ® (DxOT'ilz) x "IJI(l)), 
where w(D) depends mainly on the oscillating part W of the initial velocity. Our 
computational results show that, as time increases, the divergence of (W(D) ® w(D)), 
'il x . (W(D) ® w(D)), becomes smaller and smaller, although (w(D) ® w(D)) itself may 
not be very small. On the other hand, we observe that the contribution from the 
small scales that are generated dynamically from nonlinear interaction between 
large scales and small scales or among large scales themselves becomes larger and 
its effect plays a more important role. In fact, even in the case when the initial 
condition has no small scales, small scales can still be generated dynamically and 
become stronger and stranger. In this case, the effect of higher order correction 
terms can not be ignored. We remark that the parameter E is not very small in 
practice and therefore we can not neglect the contributions from the first order 
correction terms. 
Based on the above discussions, we should take into account the higher order 
correction terms in the Reynolds stress, especially those terms that account for the 
small scales that are generated from nonlinear interaction dynamically. Let 
1 
g = -'ilz x ·W(x,z) + 'ilx x W(x,z), h = 'ilx x U(x). 
E 
The initial vorticity reads 
(4.2) WD = g(x, z) + h(x). 
It is clear that g results from the initial fluctuation Wand h from the initial mean 
velocity. We can write the vorticity as 
(4.3) 'il x u E = (H + Ii + EH(l) + E2 H(2))[g(O + EE), z + 8) + h(O + E8)]. 
Since 
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we have 
V' x U = fIh(8) + E(iiDoh(8)8) 
( 4.4) 
+ \ (fI + ii + EH(1»)g(8 + E8, Z + 8)) + O(E2). 
Thus, we can decompose the vorticity into two terms as follows: 
(4.5) 
with 
(j = (H + ii + EH(1»)g(8 + EE>, Z + 8) 
(4.6) - ((H + ii + EH(1»)g(8 + E8, Z + 8)) 
- ii fI- 1 \ (fI + ii + EH(1»)g(8 + E8, Z + 8)) + O(E2). 
Next, we decompose 111 into two parts: 
where 1111 satisfies 
- ~V'z' (Dx8Dx8TV'z1l11) - V'z' (Dx 8V'xll1d) 
(4.7) 
-V'x' (Dx8TV'z1l11) -~x('I/J+E1l11) 
=(7' 
and 1112 satisfies 
- ~V'z' (Dx8Dx8TV'z1l12) - V'z' (Dx 8V' x1l12)) 
(4.8) 
-V'x' (Dx8TV'z1l12) -~x('I/J+E1l12) 
= ii fI- 1V' X U. 
Obviously, 1111 is dependent upon the initial fluctuation Wand 1112 is driven by the 
averaging velocity field U. 
Similarly, we decompose u into two parts 
(4.9) 
where 
(4.10) 
w=w+v, 
(a) w = (Dx8 TV' z) X 1111 + EV' x X 1l11' 
(b) v = (Dx8TV'z) X 1112 + EV'x X 1l12. 
By exploring the solution structure of 1l12' we can further express v as 
(4.11) 
where K 3 , as a solution operator v = K 3 (f), is defined by solving the following 
boundary value problem: 
-V'z' (Dx8Dx8TV' zv) = J. 
We obtain the following results. 
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The Reynolds stress term satisfies the following approximation equation: 
(4.12) 
\7 x . (w 0 w) = \7 x . (w 0 w) 
+E[\7x · ([(Dx(JT\7z) x (K3(ii)H~1\7x x 11)]0w) 
+ \7x · (w 0 [(Dx(JT\7z) x [K3(ii)H~1\7x x 11)])] 
+E2\7x · ((Dx(JT\7 z) x [K3(ii)H~1\7x x 11] 
.0 (Dx(JT\7 z) x [K3(ii)H~1\7x x 11]), 
where the truncation error is O(E3), and w is given by 
(4.13) w = weD) + EW(l) + ..... . 
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where weD) and well are defined by (3.15) and (3. 16}. Hand ii are defined by 
(3.20) and (3.21). 
We remark that numerical experiments show that the terms in (4.12) have the 
same order in fully developed turbulent flows. For sufficiently mixed homogeneous 
fluid flows, some of the quantities in the Reynolds stress may become universal or 
slowly varying. If we can identify these quantities, we may need to solve one or 
several cell problems to get a good approximation of the Reynolds stress. This 
would provide a systematic way to derive a LES model. 
4.1. Structure of the Reynolds Stress Term in the 2D Case. Before 
we end this section, we discuss briefly the structure of the Reynolds stress term 
for the 2D Euler equations. Let e = - Dx(J~le and K2 be the solution operator 
v = K 2 (f) defined as the solution of the following boundary value problem: 
We have 
(4.14) 
where 
(4.15) 
With the above information for the oscillatory component of the velocity field, we 
can now characterize the Reynolds stress term as follows: 
( 4.16) 
\7x · (w0w) = \7x · (w0w) 
- E2[\7 x . (w 0 (BA\7 xw)) + \7 x . ((BA\7 xw) 0 w)] + O(E3), 
where w is given by 
( 4.17) w = weD) + EW(l) + ..... . 
with weD) and w(1) defined by (3.15) and (3.16). 
For detailed derivation of the Reynolds stress, 11 and li(l), we refer to [9]. 
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5. Numerical Experiments 
In previous sections we perform multiscale analysis on flows that the initial 
velocity field has two scales. However, practical fluid flows have infinitely non-
separable scales. We have developed a scheme to transform a general initial condi-
tion with many non-separable scales into the form of a two-scale function so that 
we can use the two-scale analysis developed earlier to study more general multiscale 
problems [10]. In this section, we will perform detailed numerical experiments to 
check the accuracy of the multiscale analysis in both two and three space dimen-
sions. 
5.1. Numerical Experiments for the 2D Navier-Stokes Equations. We 
test the multiscale model for 2-D incompressible flow in a doubly periodic box of size 
27r x 27r. For the homogenized problem, we solve the homogenized Euler equations 
given in Section 4.1 of [10], 
(a) BtU + (u, \7 x)u + \7 xP + \7 x . (w (9 w) = v,0,.u, 
(5.1) (b) \7x ' U 0, 
(c) 
where v is viscosity. Since v is very small, a minor modification to the multiscale 
analysis can be made to accommodate the small viscous effect in the homogenized 
equations. We choose v = 10-4 in our computations. Note that the viscous term 
only affects the mean velocity equation, and the cell problem is still inviscid. 
For the cell problem, we solve the simplified equations, 
(5.2) (a) 
(b) 
- \7-.l . (D (r T D 0-1\7-.l"/.(1)) z x x z I..f/ 
0'0 (x, z) = \7; . W(x, z). 
where z is given by equation (3.6) 
(5.3) 
(a) OrB(l) (1 + D zB(1))\7;7/J(l) = 0, 
(b) 0(1) !r=t=O = O. 
The leading order oscillating velocity field, w, is given by; 
(5.4) w == - B\7;7/J(1) , 
(5.5) 
DO- 1 and 0 satisfies 
(a) BtO + (u· \7 x)o = 0, 
(b) O!t=o = x. 
The pseudo-spectral method is used to solve both the large-scale homogenized 
equations and the small-scale cell problem. We use the second-order Runge-Kutta 
method to discretize the equation in time. In our computations, we solve the 
homogenized equation using a coarse grid and large time step, ,0,.t. For each coarse 
grid point within the time interval from tn to tn+l with tn n,0,.t, we solve the cell 
problem with the periodic boundary condition in the z variable from 7 = tn / E to 
7 = tn+1/E using a subgrid ,0,.z and a subgrid time step ,0,.7. We then average the 
cell solution from 7 = tn/ E to 7 = tn+1/ E to evaluate the Reynolds stress term and 
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update the mean velocity at tn+!. To eliminate the aliasing error in the pseudo-
spectral method, we use a 15th order Fourier smoothing function to damp the high 
frequency modes. 
Below we present numerical results on the decay of 2-D homogeneous turbu-
lence, and compare the homogenization model with well resolved direct numerical 
simulation (DNS). The DNS uses a 512 x 512 fine grid and the same viscosity as the 
homogenized equation. The simulation starts with random initial condition, where 
the initial distribution of the stream function in the Fourier space is, 
(5.6) A k i?);(k)i= k4+0' k= 
with random phases. This choice of initial velocity field is similar to the earlier 
work of Henshaw-Kreiss-Reyna [11]. In the computation, we choose 0 10-5 . The 
initial vorticity distribution is plotted in Figure 1. At t = 5.0, coherent vortices 
FIGURE l. Vorticity contour at t = O. 
emerge from the random initial condition, which is denoted as 'vortex generation 
period'. At later stages, the flow is dominated by the mutual interactions of coherent 
vortices. The number of vortices decreases and the averaged vortex radius and 
circulation increase. 
Since our multiscale analysis is developed for well-mixing flows, we start our 
multiscale computation using the homogenized equations starting at t = 5.0 when 
the flow completes the 'vortex generation period'. We use the technique presented 
in Section 5 to prepare the velocity obtained from the DNS at t = 5.0 in the form of 
a two-scale initial condition so that we can apply the homogenized equations (5.1) 
to solve the multiscale problem. The dimension of the coarse grid (slow variables) 
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is 64 x 64 and that of small scale (fast variables) is 32 x 32. The time step for the 
homogenized equation is b.t = 0.01 and the subgrid time step for the cell problem 
is b.T = 0.01. Figure 2 compares the vorticity distribution of the homogenization 
result with DNS result at t = 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0. The plots show the stretchIng 
of vortex filament by the mean flow. In addition, the size of the vortices grows 
due to the merger of vorticity of the same sign, which is one of the mechanisms 
that contributes to the inverse energy cascade. The vorticity distribution from 
the homogenization is in excellent agreement with the DNS, suggesting that the 
multiscale model captures the vortex interactions at both large scales and small 
scales. 
The accuracy of the solution can be examined by studying whether the solution 
dissipates the correct amount of energy and enstrophy, which are two statistical 
global quantities of turbulent flows. It is known that the temporal evolution of the 
mean kinetic energy and the mean enstrophy is governed by the following equations 
[12,13] 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
d 11 2 / 2 d/"2 ul ) = -v\w ), 
d 1 2 / 2 
-(-w ) = -v\'\lw ). 
dt 2 
From equation (5.8), we can see that the enstrophy is bounded by its initial value. 
Therefore in the limit of v --7 0, d(luI 2)/dt --7 0, i.e. the total kinetic energy is 
conserved. On the other hand, there exists a cascade of enstrophy from large scale 
to small scale [12, 13], which causes the total ens trophy to decay in time. Specifi-
cally, vorticity gradients are amplified with the formation of thin filaments. These 
filaments are stretched until they reach the very small dissipation scales, so that the 
enstrophy and all positive-order vorticity moments decay. In Figure 3, we show the 
temporal evolution of the total kinetic energy and the total enstrophy using three 
different approaches, which are (i) the DNS, (ii) the simulation using the homog-
enized equations, and (iii) the simulation of the homogenized equations ignoring 
the Reynolds stress term. With very small viscosity, the energy decay from all 3 
simulations is negligible. On the other hand, enstrophy decays continuously, with 
maximum decay rate during the initial vortex formation period. The decay rate 
becomes smaller during the vortex merger stage. We can see that the simulation 
with coarse grid using approach (iii) leads to much slower enstrophy decay because 
it could not capture the enstrophy cascade from large scales to the dissipation scale. 
On the other hand, the enstrophy decay rate of the simulation using the homog-
enized equations is very close to that of the DNS, suggesting that the dissipation 
mechanism is well resolved within each cell. 
We also compare the spectra between the DNS and the simulation using the 
homogenized equations at t = 20.0. We reconstruct the fine grid velocity field by 
(5.9) €( ) ( ) ( O(t,x)) u t,x ::::: u t,x +w t,O,T, --- , 
E 
where the find grid phase function is obtained using the spectral interpolation. 
The agreement is very good at low wavenumbers. At high wavenumbers, the DNS 
spectra decay faster than the spectra of the simulation using the homogenized 
equations. This explains the difference in the enstrophy decay rate between the 
two simulations. The difference is partly due to neglecting the higher order terms 
in the homogenized equations and the cell problem. Another more important reason 
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(a) DNS: t= 5.0 (b) Homogenization: t= 5.0 
(c) DNS: t= 10.0 (d) Homogenization: t= 10.0 
(e) DNS: t= 20.0 (f) Homogenization: t= 20.0 
FIGURE 2. Contour plot of vorticity. Contour levels: max=1.4, 
min=-O.9. 
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FIGURE 3. Temporal evolution of kinetic energy (11u111i2 + 
Ilu21Ii2)! and enstrophy IlwIIL2.(D), DNS(N=512); (0), homog-
enization; (6), without Reynolds stress terms. 
is that there is viscous dissipation in all the scales in the DNS, whereas we neglect 
viscosity in the cell problem in the homogenized equations. Nonetheless, the model 
accurately captures the dynamics of the large scale, as well as the averaged effect 
from the small scales. 
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FIGURE 4. Spectrum of velocity component uIo(----), t = 0.0; 
(--), DNS, t = 20.0; (---), homogenization, t = 20.0. 
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5.2. Homogeneous Flows. In this subsection, we discuss how to explore the 
homogeneity of the flow to reduce the homogenization problem to solving only one 
cell problem. The MPP model assumes that the perturbations are periodic in the 
variable y = B/f. In [14], Rebollo and Coronil extended the MPP model, and 
allowed the period cell of the perturbation to be deformed by the meanflow. They 
derived the k - f model for locally homogeneous turbulence. In this subsection, we 
will show how to use a similar technique to solve only one cell problem when the 
flow is homogeneous. 
Note that the original cell problem can be posted as follows 
(5.10) 
(a) orw + (w· \i'z)w + CTC\i'zq = 0, 
(b) \i'z·w=O, 
(c) wlr=t=o = W(x, z), 
where w = CTw and C = \i' xB. 
We make a transformation to reduce the above cell problem into a form that 
can explore the homogeneity of the flow. Specifically, we make the following trans-
formation 
(5.11) w(z, T) = C
T W = CTw*(C-T z, T), 
q(z, T) = q*(C-T z, T). 
With the above transformation, we reduce the original cell problem (5.10) into the 
following Euler equations, 
(a) orw* + (w* . \i'z)w* + \i'zq* = 0, 
(5.12) (b) \i'z ·w* =0, 
(c) w*lr=o = W(x, z). 
Note that unlike the original cell problem (5.10), the transformed cell problem does 
not depend on the slow variable x explicitly. The dependence on x enters only 
through the initial condition. 
The above formulation shows that under the new coordinate system of (T, z*), 
with z* = C-T z, the small cell problem has the same form as the original Euler 
equations. However, due to the change of coordinates in the fast variable, the 
periodic structure of the cell problem is now x dependent. For a matrix A, we say 
a function f(y) to be A-periodic if f(y') is periodic where y' = Ay. It is clear 
that, under this transformation, the unit cubic is deformed. A periodic function 
with respect to z now becomes a DB-I-periodic function with respect to z*. 
If the initial oscillatory component w is independent of x, we only need to solve 
one W*(Z*,T) using equation (5.12), where z* = C-Tz. The Reynolds stress term 
appeared in the homogenized equation, R = (w Q9 w), is given by, 
(5.13) 
If (WQ9w) is integrated over [0, l]d (d is the space dimension), (w*Q9w*) should be 
integrated over the corresponding deformed cell, denoted as Ie. Therefore, (wQ9w) 
from a different cell corresponds to the average of the same w* field, but over a 
different region within the w* domain. The shape of the region depends on C-T . 
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If the initial condition is of the form UElt=o = U(x) + W(~), then we need 
only to solve one cell problem to obtain the Reynolds stress term in the averaged 
velocity equation 
(a) &tii + (ii· V'x)ii + V'xP + V'x' (w 181 w) = 0, 
(5.14) (b) V'x·ii=O, 
(c) iilt=o = U, 
where w = W(t,O,T,Z), z = OlE, T = tlf. For the cell problem, we solve the 
canonical Euler equation 
(a) aTw* + (w*· V'y)w* + V'yq* = 0, 
(5.15) (b) V' y . w* = 0, 
(c) W*IT=O = W(y) 
with periodic boundary condition, where y = C-T Z. At each time step in t, the 
term (w 181 w) in equation (5.14) is computed with the solution of w* at T = tiE, 
(5.16) (WQ9w) = r w*(C-T z, T) Q9w*(C-T z, T)dz = det(CT) r w* Q9w*dy, 
J[O,ljd JIG 
where Ie is the deformed cell. Note that this term should be interpolated from 0 
to x. 
For comparison, we also run direct numerical simulations (DNS) in two space 
dimensions with a resolution of 1024 x 1024. The DNS simulations use the same 
initial velocity field and viscosity. We have to reconstruct the fine grid velocity field 
from the solution of the homogenized equations by 
(5.17) E(" ( ( 8(t,x)) u t,x) ~ u t,x) + w t,8,T, --- , 
E 
where w(t, 8, T, OC:,x)) is obtained from the homogeneous cell solution w* (y*) using 
the mapping function 
(5.18) w(8, 8(t,x)) = w*(C-T8(t,X)) 
E E 
Next we examine the energy spectra. At small wavenumbers, the initial spectra 
have slope O(k-2). The spectra have peaks at mode n = 32 and its subharmonics, 
due to the periodic initial oscillation. At later time, the energy spectra will decay 
to the equilibrium state of O(k-3 )), and the peaks will be smoothed out due to 
mixing. Figure 5 compares the energy spectra computed with DNS, the homoge-
nization method using the transformed cell equation. The result shows that at low 
frequencies, energy spectra from the two methods are almost identical. There is 
small discrepancy at high wave numbers. 
5.3. Numerical Experiments for the 3D Navier-Stokes Equations. In 
this subsection, we perform careful direct numerical simulations (DNS) of the 3D 
Navier-Stokes equations to validate the multiscale analysis presented in the previ-
ous sections. The DNS is performed using a 2563 mesh in a periodic 3D cube of 
sides L = 27l". We solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation for the veloCity 
field, using a pseudospectral code. Isotropic forcing is added at the large scales ( Ikl between 1 and 2). The forcing coefficients were chosen so that the energy 
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FIGURE 5. Energy spectra.(red), DNS at t = 0.0; (blue), DNS at 
t = 10.0; (black), homogenization with one cell at t = 10.0. 
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injection rate L ii(k, t)ui(k, t) is constant, where h(k, t) are the Fourier modes 
of the forcing function. The injected energy is transported to the small scales due 
to energy cascade, so the flow becomes statistically stationary in time. A second-
order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme is used for time-marching, and a 2/3 de aliasing 
method is used for the non-linear terms. The initial condition is a random field 
with a spectrum peaked around Ikpl=30. 
Figure 6 shows the isosurface of the magnitude of the vorticity at equilibrium 
(t = 10), at a value two standard deviations above the mean value. The intense 
vorticity is organized into tube-like structures. Figure 7 shows the initial and equi-
librium energy spectra. At t = 10.0, a inertia range is established that has slope 
k- 5/ 3 . Figure 8 depicts the decay of kinetic energy, due to the forcing and turbu-
lence dissipation. At the beginning, energy dissipation dominates energy injection, 
and the total kinetic energy decrease. Consequently, dissipation decreases until it 
reach an equilibrium with the energy injection. 
Direct numerical simulation of the homogenized equations for the 3D Euler 
equations is difficult. It would be too expensive to solve both the averaged equation 
and the cell problem on every other grid cell. In this paper, we use an alternative 
approach to examine the accuracy of our multiscale analysis and the Reynolds 
stress model by utilizing data from the DNS simulation. Specifically, we separate 
the Navier-Stokes equation into two parts corresponding to two components of the 
initial condition. The initial condition is separated as the mean part U(x) (obtained 
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FIGURE 6. Iso-surface plot of vorticity. 
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FIGURE 7. The initial and equilibrium energy spectra. 
by low pass filtering the full velocity field) and oscillatory part W(x, y), and then 
we compute the full velocity field u and the oscillatory part w(l) simultaneously. 
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FIGURE 8. The decay of kinetic energy. 
The governing equation for the full velocity field is given by 
(a) OtUE + (uE . \7)uE = _\7pE + v~u\ 
(5.19) (b) \7·uE=O, 
(c) UElt=o = U + W. 
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and the governing equation for the oscillatory part corresponding to the initial 
fluctuation W is given by 
(a) Otw(l) + (uE • \7)W(l) = -\7q(1) + v~w(1), 
(5.20) (b) \7. w(1) = 0, 
(c) w(l)lt=o = W. 
In the meantime, we compute the Lagrangian map 
(5.21 ) 
(a) OtO + (uE • \7)0 = 0, 
(b) 0lt=o=x. 
The Reynolds stress (wl8lw)]* can be constructed from UE, w(l) and 0 using (4.12) 
and (4.13). On the other hand, the subgrid-stress tensor can be calculated from 
DNS: Tij = ViVj - iJ/iJ.i' where the overline represents the filtering operation. Local 
accuracy of the Reynolds stress model can be verified by comparison of the Reynolds 
stress tensor obtained by the two approaches. In addition, the global effect of the 
Reynolds stress can be tested by plugging the calculated (wl8lw)]* into the averaged 
equation as follows: 
(a) OtU + (u· \7)u + \7p + \7 x . [(w 181 w)]* = 0, 
(5.22) (b) \7. u = 0, 
(c) ult=o = U. 
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We will then compare the spectra of u and fi to check how accurate we can capture 
the subgrid effect of the small scale solution. 
In the present study, we separate the velocity field at equilibrium obtained from 
DNS into a mean flow U (with 643 grid) and an oscillatory part W. At each time 
step, we solve the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (5.22). The Reynolds stress is 
calculated using equation (4.12) from the DNS data. 
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FIGURE 9. The evolution of the spectra of component w(1). 
FIGURE 10. Comparison of Reynolds stress computed with DNS 
and multiscale model. 
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FIGURE 11. The evolution of the total kinetic energy of the DNS 
and the averaged equations 
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FIGURE 12. the comparison of energy spectra between DNS and 
the averaged equation at t = 40. 
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Figure 9 shows the evolution of the spectra of component w(l), which is driven 
by the whole velocity field u E • We notice that small scales are generated from the 
mean flow, and produce the oscillatory component of the sub-grid velocity u(1). In 
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Figure 10, we compare the Reynolds stress computed with DNS and with that com-
puted by the multiscale model. It confirms the accuracy of the multiscale analysis 
on the Reynolds stress. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the total kinetic energy 
of the DNS and that from solving the averaged equations (started from t = 15). 
After an initial transient, the averaged equation establishes the same energy dissi-
pation rate at the cutoff wavenumber,and the flow become statistically stationary. 
The total kinetic energy is in good agreement with that from the DNS. Next, we 
compare the energy spectra of the velocity field obtained from DNS and that from 
the averaged equation at t = 40. As we can see from Figure 12, the agreement is 
quite good at low wave numbers. The results show that the Reynolds stress com-
puted from the multiscale model captures the energy cascade from resolved scales 
to subgrid scales both at local wavenumber and the global spectra. 
We are currently investigating how to use the multiscale model presented in 
this paper to construct an effective coarse grid model. The result will be reported 
elsewhere in the future. 
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